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APPENDIX 1 
LONDON PLAN, POLICY D3: OPTIMISING 
SITE CAPACITY THROUGH THE DESIGN-
LED APPROACH
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APPENDIX 2
LONDON PLAN, POLICY D6: HOUSING 
QUALITY AND STANDARDS
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RESIDENTIAL LAYOUT FLEXIBILITY
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Residential Layout Flexibility

Residential Quarter Parameter Plan Proposed Illustrative Typical Layout

Legend

Option 1 - Utilising external gangways with apartments 
fronting common corridors to maximise double aspect

Option 4 - Reducing number of units within individual 
blocks

Option 2 - Reconfiguring block envelopes to maximise 
double aspects around corners.

Option 5 - Increasing the number of cores to reduce 
internal circulation and maximise double aspect units

Option 3 - Dividing blocks into free standing individual 
smaller blocks to maximise apartment facades

Option 6 - Exploring courtyard typologies to maximise 
double aspect by introducing private courtyard onto 
which all units can front.

- Maximum Building Envelope

- 2 Bedroom Flat

- Detailed Planning Envelope

- Dual Aspect

- Single Aspect

- 1 Bedroom Flat

- Outline Application Max Envelope

- Entrance

The residential quarter forms part of the outline 
planning application. The layouts shown within 
the masterplan are for illustrative purposes to 
demonstrate one possible interpretation of the 
prescribed design guidelines.  The parameter plans 
show the maximum envelope of the residential blocks, 
and have been crafted to allow for flexibility in design 
at later stages. 

To illustrate the flexibility provided by the Parameters, 
using Block S16 as a case study, a number of 
alternatives have been drawn, with different amount of 
single and double aspect units, different unit sizes and 
different unit quanta.  This study therefore illustrates 
that the quantum of single aspect and north only 
facing apartments can be addressed in subsequent 
design development.
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Eastern Edge

9th November 2021 - Basic first massing test in the LVIA model to understand visual hierarchy and impact.

View Point 8 ( Images produced by VU City ) Magnified View of VP08 Showing Eastern Edge Buildings

23rd November 2021 - Articulation testing with discussions how to create a varied skyline, with some building appearing behind each other

25th February 2022 - Testing of the impact of different materials on the reading of build form and gaps, and variations in height profiles.

22nd March 2022 - Basement added to mobility hub to reduce height and create visual break across eastern edge silhouette. Testing the 
                                 moving backwards of buildings to give more space to a green tree planting zone in front of buildings.

12th May 2022 - Testing a more clustered tree planting approach to prevent the appearance of very linear features.

Planning Application Submission 

Careful option testing has been done for the eastern 
edge throughout the planning process. This page 
illustrates 5 shapshots of options being tested in the 
design evolution utilising LVIA view point 8, one of the 
key views for consideration.

The summary demonstrates how key design principles 
have been adopted for the buildings along the 
eastern edge to articulate the massing and prevent a 
continuous monotonous edge. Consideration has also 
been given to the overall silhouette of the skyline, with 
appropriate height distributed strategically to create 
an articulated edge.
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9th November 2021 - Basic first massing test in the LVIA model to understand visual hierarchy and impact.

23rd November 2021 - Articulation testing with discussions how to create a varied skyline, with some building appearing behind each other

25th February 2022 - Testing of the impact of different materials on the reading of build form and gaps, and variations in height profiles.
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12th May 2022 - Testing a more clustered tree planting approach to prevent the appearance of very linear features.

Planning Application Submission 

22nd March 2022 - Basement added to mobility hub to reduce height and create visual break across eastern edge silhouette. Testing the moving backwards of 
                                  buildings to give more space to a green tree planting zone in front of buildings.
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